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ABSTRACT
Most existing author disambiguation work relies heavily on fea-
ture engineering or cannot use multiple paper relationships. In this
work, we propose a network-embedding based method for author
disambiguation. For each ambiguous name, we construct networks
among papers sharing an ambiguous name, and connect papers
with multiple relationships (e.g., co-authoring a paper). We focus
on maximizing the gap between positive paper edges and negative
edges, and propose a graph coarsening technique to learn global
information. Further, we design a clustering algorithm which par-
titions paper representations into disjoint sets such that each set
contains all papers of a unique author. Through extensive exper-
iments, we show that our method is significantly better than the
state-of-the-art author disambiguation and network-embedding
methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A person cannot be uniquely identified by his or her name. For
example, a search query for “Mark Newman” could obtain the pages
for a physicist works in the University of Michigan, for a computer
scientist who works in the same University, and others. Name
disambiguation is of paramount importance in many fields, e.g., law
enforcement and bibliometrics science. In this work, we focus on
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author disambiguation that associates documents (e.g., web pages,
papers) to different people who share identical names. Albeit it has
received much attention from the research community [18, 24], two
significant challenges remain unresolved.

The first challenge is how to represent papers effectively and flex-
ibly by making use of biographical information such as address and
organization, and networking information such as citation. Albeit
researchers have proposed various feature construction methods
[18], most of them use only user-defined heuristics [4, 13] to learn
the graph properties from networking information. Moreover, as
the online data are becoming more complex and dynamic, feature
representation methods are required to be more flexible and exten-
sible for scenarios such as privacy-preserving.

The second challenge is how to determine the assignment of
papers to its author. Previously, researchers use supervised meth-
ods [11] which require data labeling or use unsupervised meth-
ods [13, 24] which require manual input of the number of unique
authors with identical name (denoted as K ). Author disambiguation
methods with little human labor are needed.

To address the first challenge, we propose a flexible and effec-
tive network-embedding method to learn paper representations.
We model the relationships between papers as a set of undirected
graphs, and learn representations from these networks jointly. This
method is flexible, as networks formed based on relationships can
be added or removed based on data availability. For an ambigu-
ous name, the networks are built among papers associated with
the name, rather than a network consisting of all the articles. To
learn representations, we optimize the gap between positive and
negative edges and coarsen networks to capture global structure
information.

To address the second challenge, we propose a clustering al-
gorithm which determines the assignment of papers to authors
without manual input for K . It adaptively determines paper assign-
ments based on the results of two clustering algorithms [1, 7].

The contributions of this work are listed as follows.

• We propose a novel network-embedding method (in Sec. 3.2),
which can encode multiple types of paper relationships for
disambiguation.

• We propose a clustering algorithm (in Sec. 3.3) for name dis-
ambiguation which does not require the input of the number
of authors with identical names.

• We show through experiments (in Sec. 4) that our method
obtains better (7% to 50%) results than state-of-the-art meth-
ods. The source code of the proposed method is available at
https://github.com/xujunrt/Author-Disambiguation.
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Figure 1: Overview of the disambiguation approach.

2 RELATEDWORK
[11] propose a supervised disambiguation method to determine
whether a person is the actual author of a paper. [22] use a pairwise
factor graph model to improve the results. [18] model the relation-
ships between papers using Hidden Markov Random Field. [13]
calculate metric confidence and use the most confident metric to
cluster papers. Different from them, we use network-embedding to
learn the representations of papers.

DeepWalk [15] and Node2Vec [9] perform random-walk on a
network, and uses the word2vec [14] method to learn representa-
tions. LINE [20] and GraRep[2] learn high-order proximity of nodes.
[3] iteratively merge nodes into higher-level nodes and then use
the high-level representations as the initialization value. [8] learn
graphs based on meta-path. [17] learn representations based on
multi-view of graphs.

The work most similar to us is [24]. It considers only 1 relation-
ship (co-authorship) by building 3 networks and learns representa-
tions using PTE. Our work can model multiple relationships and
one network is built for each relationship. Then, representations
are learned jointly. Besides, ours does not require the input of the
number of actual authors.

3 METHODOLOGY
For an author name n, we denote the papers containing the author
name n as Pn = {pn1 ,p

n
2 , ...,p

n
m }, where pni is the ith paper in

Pn . For Pn , we construct networks based on paper relationships
(Sec. 3.1), and then use network representation learning to learn
paper embedding (Sec. 3.2). As the name n is ambiguous, all paper
in Pn are partitioned into disjoint sets (Sec. 3.3). Each set is viewed
as all the papers of a unique author. The overview of our approach
is depicted in Fig. 1.

3.1 Network Construction
Given all author names N = {n1,n2, ...,nm } and all papers P

published by the authors, we want to construct networks based on
P. A tempting way is to construct a network consisting of all the
papers. However, ifP is huge, then the set of vertices in the network
is too large, which causes the network embedding procedure to be
ineffective. Therefore, we construct multiple paper-paper networks
for each author name n based on Pn , instead of P.

For name n, we create networks connecting papers Pn based
on paper relationships. The following paragraphs will describe the
five types of networks: co-author, co-title, co-venue, co-summary,

and co-organization. In these networks, V is the vertex set, each
vertex vi represents a paper pi .

The co-author network Ga = (V , Ea ), where Ea is the edge set.
Given two paperspi andpj , and their author listAi andAj , the edge
weightwa

i j between pi and pj is |Ai
⋂
Aj −n |.wa

i j is the number of
overlapping authors in pi and pj (excluding n). To deal with name
abbreviation, we adopt the method proposed in [4].

The co-title network Gt = (V , Et ) models the relationship be-
tween paper titles. The word set used in title of pi is denoted as
ti (with stop words removed). We transform each word in ti to its
word stem (e.g., networking to network). Then, the edge weight
wt
i j between pi and pj is the number of words overlapping in ti and

tj , that is,wt
i j = |ti

⋂
tj |.

The co-venue network Gv = (V , Ev ) models the relationship
among publication venues (e.g., conference, journal). The co-summary
networkGs = (V , Es )models the relationship among paper abstract.
The co-organization network Go = (V , Eo ) models the relationship
among the name of authors’ affiliation. These networks are con-
structed in a similar way as the co-title network.

The intuition behind the co-author network is that, if two pa-
pers have many co-authors, the probability that the same person
writes them is high. Even if they do not have a co-author, but their
neighboring papers have many co-authors, these two papers are
likely to be written by the same person. Our method is flexible and
extensible as networks can be added or removed based on the data
availability. For example, if the citation relationship of papers is
available, then a citation network could be built.

3.2 Network Embedding
Given the five networks created in Sec. 3.1, the network embedding
algorithm generates for each paper pi (vi in V ) an l-dimensional
vector di through jointly learning on the networks. The basic idea
is that vertices which are close in networks are similar to each
other, and thus should be encoded closely in Rl . Because the goal
of the embedding procedure is to obtain representations which are
useful for author disambiguation, we do not aim to reconstruct
the whole network by minimizing the KL-divergent between the
probability and the weight of edges. We define the score of an edge
ei j connecting vertex vi and vertex vj as follows.

s(vi ,vj ) =
dTi dj

∥di ∥ · ∥dj ∥
(1)

For ei j in E, s(vi ,vj ) is defined as the cosine similarity between
the two vertices. As the networks in this work are undirectional,
the cosine similarity ensures that s(vi ,vj ) = s(vj ,vi ). Given a vertex
k that is not connected to i , we denote the non-existing edge as
neik , and the set of all non-existing edges as NE. The score of neik
is defined as the cosine similarity s(vi ,vk ) between vi and vk . Then,
we model the loss for (i , j,k) triple as:

L(i , j,k) = −ln(max(ϵ , s(vi ,vj ) − s(vk ,vi ))) (2)

We set ϵ = 0.01 to avoid the case of dividing by zero. The in-
tuition for Formula (2) is that, the score difference between ei j
and neik should be large to reflect the edge status. We denote
the loss functions of the co-author, the co-title, the co-venue, the
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Figure 2: Illustration of the coarsening procedure.
co-summary, the co-organization networks as La , Lt , Lv , Ls , Lo ,
respectively. They are described in formula (3).

LR =
∑

ei j ∈ER

neik ∈NER

L(i , j ,k), R ∈ {a, t ,v, s ,o} (3)

We aim to minimize the final objective function is defined in For-
mula (4), wherewR , ER , NER R ∈ {a, t ,v, s ,o} are the weights,
edges, and non-existing edges of the networks. Lr eд is the l2 reg-
ulation term to avoid overfitting. For model optimization, we use
stochastic gradient descent.

OB J =
∑
R

wRLR + λLr eд R ∈ {a, t ,v, s ,o} (4)

To reduce the computational overhead, for a network with |E |
edges, T × |E | triples are sampled. The sampling procedure for
(i , j ,k) is described as follows.

• Positive sampling: the probability of sampling ei j is propor-
tional to the edge weightwi j .

• Negative sampling: for each vertex i’s non-neighbor k , the
probability of sampling the negative edge neik is propor-
tional to e−s(vk ,vi ). Through negative sampling, the more
similarity between vertices i and k , the less sampling prob-
ability for neik . This method is different from DeepWalk
which samples vertices based on weights.

To better capture the global properties of networks, we coarsen a
network by merging vertices. The procedure is depicted in Figure 2.
We randomly select a low-degree vertex vi and merge it with its
high-degree neighborvj . The new edge weights are calculated using
the same method as in Sec. 3.1. For vertices with an identical degree,
the tie is broken by selecting the vertex with a higher-weight edge.
The procedure stops when the number of nodes is reduced to 1/3
of the original network.

We first coarsen the most important network (i.e., co-author),
then other networks are coarsened in the same way. After that,
the node representations in the coarsened networks are learned.
Then, these representations are used as initial value for the merged
vertices. Finally, the representation learning is also performed on
the original networks to obtain the final representations.

3.3 Clustering Algorithm
For each ambiguous author name, the clustering algorithm divides
the papers into non-overlapping clusters, each belonging to a dis-
tinct author. We find that the number of publications per author
is skewed, which indicates that the size of cluster belonging to
each author is skewed. We use HDBSCAN [1] and affinity propaga-
tion clustering (AP) [7] to perform clustering, as they are effective

Arnetminer DBLP CiteseerX
# Names 110 679 14
# Authors 1515 1463 468
# Papers 7022 6478 8453

Table 1: Dataset summary

Method Arnetminer DBLP CiteSeerX
Khabsa et al. 2015 [12] 0.584 0.645 0.424
Qian et al. 2015 [16] 0.547 0.681 0.473
Zhang et al. 2016 [23] 0.613 0.723 0.536
Zhang et al. 2017 [24] 0.635 0.742 0.596
DeepWalk 2014 [15] 0.582 0.734 0.482
LINE 2015 [20] 0.609 0.722 0.553
Node2Vec 2016 [9] 0.589 0.685 0.498
PTE 2015 [19] 0.632 0.762 0.578
CANE 2017 [21] 0.624 0.712 0.511
Hin2Vec 2017 [8] 0.616 0.743 0.562
Our 0.745 0.832 0.635

Table 2: The Macro-F1 of the disambiguation results

methods for skewed data and they do not requires the input of the
number of clusters.

HDBSCAN prefers to cluster data into a small number of clus-
ters, as it condenses clusters into larger ones. A person with a low
publication count may be merged with others. AP tends to produce
more clusters, which may treat a person as multiple persons by
dividing a person’s publications into multiple clusters. To mitigate
their drawbacks, we use the SD index [10] to evaluate the results
produced by the twomethods. The SD value of the clustering results
for HDBSCAN and AP are denoted as SDH and SDA, respectively.
For the final clustering result, the result produced by HDBSCAN
is selected if SDH ≤ SDA, otherwise the result produced by AP is
selected.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conduct experiments on three datasets: Arnetminer, DBLP, and
CiteSeerX which are depicted in Table 1. In these datasets, each
ambiguous name is a distinct dataset where the disambiguation
experiment is conducted. We find that our method is significantly
better than all the competing methods.

The representation dimension for all the methods is 40. The
parameter setting for our method is: learning rate (η = 0.02), regu-
larization coefficient (λ = 0.05), and the initial representations is
sampled from [-0.5, 0.5]. The parameter settings for other methods
are the same as specified in their publications. All the experiments
in this work are conducted with at least 5 repetitions, and the
average value of Macro-F1 is reported.

4.1 Competing disambiguation Methods
We compare our method with state-of-the-art disambiguation meth-
ods. The author disambiguation methods used in the experiments
are listed as follows:

• Khabsa et al. [12] design a pairwise profile similarity function
and an improved-DBSCAN method to cluster papers.

• Qian et al. [16] devise a similarity measure for papers, and
use hierarchical agglomerative clustering to cluster papers.
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Figure 3: The performance of (Left) different clustering al-
gorithms and (Right) alternative methods.

• Zhang et al. [23] use a Bayesian non-exhaustive classification
framework for name disambiguation.

• Zhang et al. [24] use the PTE method to learn paper repre-
sentations and use a hierarchical agglomerative clustering
algorithm to cluster papers.

As it is shown in Table 2, our method outperforms all the other
methods. For all the datasets, our method is about 7% to 50% better
than others, and it is about 7% to 17% better than the second best
results.

4.2 Network embedding methods
We evaluate the performance of different network embedding meth-
ods. For a fair comparison, the same network construction and clus-
tering method proposed in this work is used. Further, we augment
DeepWalk, LINE, and Node2Vec to incorporate heterogeneous net-
works by concatenating vectors learned from different networks as
the final paper representations.

Table 2 summaries the results. Our method is 9% to 31% better
than all the others. PTE and Hin2Vec obtain the second and third
best performance due to their ability to encodemultiple networks di-
rectly while the other methods (DeepWalk, LINE, Node2Vec, CANE)
cannot. Our method performs better than PTE and Hin2Vec because
we focus on the gap between positive and negatives edges, which
is suitable for disambiguation task, and our method captures global
graph properties via learning on coarsened networks.

4.3 Clustering methods
We evaluate the performance of different clustering algorithms for
disambiguation with the proposed network embedding method.
The clustering algorithms used for comparison, which does not
require the input of the number of clusters, are HDBSCAN, AP,
MeanShift [5], and Xmeans [6].

Figure 3 (Left) depicts the results. Our method is about 8% to 30%
better than the other clustering methods. Our method outperforms
HDBSCAN and AP, and can select better clustering results most of
the time. Moreover, it has stable performance (the lowest standard
deviation).

4.4 Alternatives and Sensitivity Results
When learning representations, for a network with |E | edges,T ×|E |
triples are sampled. We evaluate the impact ofT by varying it from
1 to 4. The result for the Artminer dataset is shown in Figure 3
(Right). It can be observed that T does not impact the performance
significantly.

For each ambiguous name, we create networks based on papers
whose author-list contains the name. An alternative way is to create
big networks based on all the papers. The result is shown in Figure 3

(Right) with the legend All. Our method is about 6% better than the
All method for the Arnetminer dataset. We use graph coarsening
to learn the global network structure. As shown in Figure 3 (Right),
with the coarsened network, the Macro-F1 score of our method is
improved by about 2% comparing to Non-Coarsen.

5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a network embedding method to learn the
representations of papers for author disambiguation. The method
can learn heterogeneous relationships between papers and can be
easily adapted to many other scenarios. Furthermore, we propose
a clustering algorithm which assigns papers to distinct authors.
Through extensive experiments, we show that our method can
significantly outperform state-of-the-art methods.
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